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Japan’s First Large-Scale Exhibition Since Lifting the State of Emergency:
The 12th Kansai Hotel & Restaurant Show and other events utilizing the entire
INTEX Osaka facility
Today marks the opening of the 12th Kansai Hotel & Restaurant Show, organized by the Japan Management
Association as well as four other organizations, running from Wednesday, July 29 to Friday, July 31 at INTEX Osaka,
along with five other exhibitions. A total of 460 companies at 830 booths are utilizing the entire complex at INTEX
Osaka. These exhibitions are the first large-scale B2B trade fairs since Japan lifted its national state of emergency.
(Please refer to page 2 and beyond for information on these exhibitions.)
For a revival of the MICE industry starting from Osaka and a revival of economic activity, we as an official
supporting organization will continue to assist the organizers throughout the event. The following is an account of
the exhibition’s first day.

Opening Ceremony
15 representatives from the Osaka prefectural government, Osaka city government, and Osaka Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, as well as those from economic and tourism organizations, are all supporters of the
exhibition and attended the opening ceremony. From the Osaka Convention & Tourism Bureau, President Hiroshi
Mizohata was also in attendance.
Masami Nakamura, chairman of the Japan Management Association, stated in his address that these exhibitions
will contribute to economic recovery and the promotion of industry. Hiroshi Mizohata, president of the Osaka
Convention & Tourism Bureau, a supporting organization for the exhibition, expressed in his congratulatory address,
“By firstly holding Japan’s first major exhibition amid the coronavirus pandemic, we want to send a big, encouraging
shout to those concerned about exhibitions and international meetings held across Japan.” Afterwards, the
attendees together cut the ceremonial tape, officially opening the exhibition. The venue was filled with thunderous
applause, signifying high hopes for the resumption of the MICE industry and for the recovery of economic activity.

Inside the Venue
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Infectious Disease Control Measures Being Implemented
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Seminars on Infectious Disease Control Measures
At 3:30 p.m. during a seminar on Infectious Disease Control Measures, the Osaka Convention & Tourism
Bureau’s MICE Policy Director Yoshikazu Tanaka took the stage to explain the Bureau’s guidelines for MICE event
organizers, drafted under the guidance of Osaka City University’s Dr. Tetsuo Kase of the Department of Public Health
in the School of Medicine (and who is also the Osaka Convention & Tourism Bureau’s infectious disease control
advisor.) Mr. Tanaka, who spearheaded the drafting of the guidelines, elaborated on what will and will not change
for the MICE events during the “with-corona” era, and opened a public discussion on what measures MICE event
organizers should be implementing.
The discussion was also broadcast online, allowing many people both in and out of the venue to listen in
and express their interest in the topic. The discussion led to emphasizing that the most important infectious disease
control measure is each and every person’s awareness, as well as not attending when ill and adamantly carrying out
basic measures such as frequent hand washing. Attendees were left with the conclusion that like medical care, the
economy is an important part of protecting human lives. The MICE industry, an engine for economic recovery, while
must be revived while carrying out infectious disease control measures.

This exhibition will be held until Friday, July 31 so we encourage those interested to attend and/or report on the
event. As part of the event’s infectious disease control measures, please register in advance from the website below.
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12th Kansai Hotel & Restaurant Show
・Date & Time: Wednesday, July 29 – Friday July 31, 2020, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (until 4:30 p.m. on the last day)
・Venue: INTEX Osaka, Hall 6 Zone A
・Website: https://www.jma.or.jp/hoteres-osaka/ (Japanese)
・ To Attend: Register for free in advance at https://www.jma.or.jp/hoteres-osaka/visitors.php#visi_com04
(Japanese)
・Scope: 96 companies at 175 booths (as of July 29, 2020)
・Organizers：Japan Management Association/ The Japan Hotel Association/ The Japan Ryokan Association/
The International Tourism Japan Restaurant Association/ The International Tourist Facilities Association
・Supporters：Kansai Economic Federation/ Osaka Convention & Tourism Bureau
・Cooperation From: Osaka Prefecture/ Kansai Tourism Bureau/ Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry/ Osaka
Restaurant Management Association
・Special Assistance From: Osaka International Business Promotion Center (INTEX Osaka)
Aiming to revitalize the dining, accommodation, and leisure business, this will be the event’s first time in 15 years
to be held in Osaka. 176 booths from 96 companies are showcasing their products and services to contribute to
the tourism, accommodation, and food industry in the “with/ after corona” era. Furthermore, 27 free seminars
being held within the exhibition at specially-constructed venues will be covering the themes of Infectious Disease
Control Measures in the Food Service Industry as well as Hotel Hygiene Management Learned from the COVID-19
Pandemic.
Concurrent Exhibitions
Maintenance & Resilience OSAKA 2020/ 12th Factory & Process Visualization EXPO/ 3rd Industrial Automation &
Robo-Tech EXPO / Weather & Climate Measures Business Week 2020 – Summer Edition OSAKA / Plant Show
OSAKA 2020 / International Drone Expo 2020
(For more information: https://www.jma.or.jp/mente/en/index.html)

Regarding Event Operations to Ensure Safety
To prevent the spread of COVID-19 at this exhibition, operational measures have been taken to ensure safety
based on the Osaka Convention & Tourism Bureau’s “Guidelines for MICE Event Organizers for Infectious Disease
Control,” the Japan Exhibition Association’s “Exhibition Industry Guidelines for Preventing the Spread of COVID-19
Infection,” as well as the Global Association of the Exhibition Industry (UFI’s) guidelines. The main points of these
operational measures are below, but this list is not exhaustive:
・Implementing capacity limits: Using a web pre-registration system for attendees to control the date and time of
attendance, and implementing attendance counts at entrances /exits to continuously know the number of
attendees at any time
・Introducing Osaka Prefecture’s COVID-19 Tracing System
・Installing thermographic camera and implementing temperature checks on all attendees at the entrance
・Setting up quarantine space and stationing nurses
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・Placing social distancing markers (of 1 meter) within the venue as well as in adjoining facilities
・Changing the venue layout to ensure aisleways of at least 3 meters in width (where they are normally 2 meters)
・Installing clear panels at speaker podiums, placing seats at least one meter apart in front and behind each other,
and changing the layout of seminar rooms to avoid closed spaces

For inquiries regarding exhibition content and management operations:
Japan Management Association, Public Relations, Okabe/ Kawamura
TEL: 03-3434-8620

Email: jmapr@jma.or.jp

For inquiries regarding this press release:
Osaka Convention & Tourism Bureau MICE Promotion Department
TEL: 06-6282-5911

Email: convention@octb.jp
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